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Abstract 

At present, thanks to advances in various scientific fields such as psychophysiology, linguistics and 

acoustics, the importance of a linguistic approach to musicology is growing. This approach includes a 

conceptual system (sign, code, concept, specific analysis system, the place of music in the linguistic 

functioning of the brain), which allows us to define the linguistic approach as a special field of research - 

linguistic musicology or musical linguistics. Applied in musical practice, this method allows to decode 

and translate the abstract vision to the verbal level, thereby revealing the essence of the process of the 

influence of musical mechanisms on the spiritual and sensory perception of the image. 

The proposed methodological approach allows to speak of the various components of the musical 

language. The structures of musical dimentiona are determined by physiological, mythological, 

landscape, national, psychological and various other components. The first works touching upon these 

problems appeared at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries and served as a theoretical 

basis for this study. Among them we can mention the works by S. Freud and K. Jung. The theme of 

associative thinking was developed by A. Losev, V. Propp, V. Toporov and other researchers. The 

foregoing allows the author to talk about musical ethnolinguistics as an important component of the 

current process of preservation and perception of cultures. 

 

Key words: musicology, language of music, musical linguistics, sacral-spatial analysis, levels of 

consciousness, linguistic musicology, musical ethnoligistics.  
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МУЗЫКА ТІЛІ РЕТІНДЕ САНА 

 

Түйін 

Психофизиология, лингвистика, акустика секілді ғылым салаларындағы жетістіктердің 

арқасында музыкатануды зерттеуге орасан мүмкіндіктер ашылды. Концептуалды жүйеден 

бастайық. (белгі, код, концепция,дәл жүйелік талдау, музыканың мидың лингвистикалық 

жұмысында алар орны). Лингвистикалық музыкатану немесе музыкалық лингвистика екеуінің 

қайсысын зерттеу нысаны етіп алу керек осыны айқындау қажет. Музыкалық тәжірибеде 

қолданылатын бұл тәсілдер абстаркттық нәрсені вербалды деңгейге өткізуге мүмкіндік 

береді.Нәтижесінде музыкалық механизмнің рухани, сенсорлық образға қандай әсері боларын 

ажыратады.   

Автордың ұсынып отырған методологиялық тәсілі музыканы құрайтын бөлшектердің 

барлығы туралы айтуға жол ашады. Музыкалық өлшемдер физиологиялық, мифологиялық, 

ландшафтты, ұлттық, психологиялық секілді құрамдас бөлшектермен анықталады. Жоғарыда 

айтып кеткен мәселені алғаш қозғаған еңбек ХІХ ғасырдың соңы мен ХХ ғасырдың басында 

жарық көрді.  Сол еңбектер осы зерттеудің негізігі теориялық нұсқаушысы болды. Атап айсақ, 

З. Фрейд, К. Юнг кітаптары. А. Лосев, В. Пропп, В. Топоров және өзге зерттеушілер ассоциативті 

ойлау тақырыбын дамытқан.  

Жоғарыда айтылғандарға сүйеніп, автор музыкалық этнолингвистиканы мәдениетті сақтау 

мен қалыптастырудағы маңызды бөлшек дегенге сенімді. 

 

Тірек сөздер: музыкатану, музыка тілі, музыкалық лингвистика, сакральды-кеңістіктік 

талдау деңгейлері, сана, саз, этнолингвистика. 
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МУЗЫКА КАК ЯЗЫК СОЗНАНИЯ 

 

Аннотация 

В настоящее время благодаря достижениям в различных научных областях, таких как 

психофизиология, лингвистика и акустика, возрастает значение лингвистического подход к 

музыковедению. Данный подход включает концептуальную систему (знак, код, концепцию, 

конкретную систему анализа, место музыки в лингвистическом функционировании мозга), что 

позволяет определить лингвистический подход как специальную область исследований – 

лингвистическое музыковедение или музыкальную лингвистику. Применяемый в музыкальной 

практике, данный метод позволяет декодировать и переводить абстрактное видение на вербальный 

уровень, тем самым раскрывая сущность процесса влияния музыкальных механизмов на духовное 

и сенсорное восприятие образа. 

Предложенный автором методологический подход позволяет говорить о различных 

составляющих основу музыкального языка. Структуры музыкальных измерений определяются 

физиологическими, мифологическими, ландшафтными, национальными, психологическими и 

различными другими компонентами. Первые труды, затрагивающие данные проблемы появились 

в конце XIX –начала XX вв. и послужили теоретической основой для данного исследования. В их 

числе можно упомянуть работы С. Фрейда и К. Юнга. Тему ассоциативного мышления развивали 

А Лосев, В. Пропп, В. Топоров и другие исследователи. Вышеизложенное позволяет автору 

говорить о музыкальной этнолингвистике как важной составляющей современного процесса 

сохранения и восприятия культур. 

 

Ключевые слова: музыковедение, язык музыки, музыкальная лингвистика, сакрально-

пространственный анализ, уровни сознания, лингвистическое музыкознание, музыкальная 

этнолингвистика. 

 

 

For many centuries science has attempted to unravel the mystery of music phenomenon. 

This topic is important due to the fact that music has always been the communication channel 

with Spiritual depths. Most ancient musical genres that survived are associated with mystic rites, 

and the music, which was connected to them. In addition, some ancient myths considered music 

as not only a communication channel, but also the beginning of the World. This, for example, is 

mentioned in Indian Mahabharata, in ancient Kyrgyz legend about Kambar. Common is that the 

World started from Global Explosion and that was music, and that was God. This information 

seems to be in line with the biblical verse «In the beginning was the Word», since the Word, said 

by God and being God, this suggests that it should be something more than substantive and 

logical, that is music. 

Accompanied by developing social structures, music was even more actualized as a special 

language that forms the consciousness of people. For example, Confucius (5 century B.C.) 

determined music as the beginning of development of nations. 

Thus, understanding of how this language «works» meant to find a code that allows 

coming around the world secrets, open ways to God and souls of men. 

However, all efforts to figure out music as a language were prevented by the immensity of 

its phenomenon. Music is approached either as subconscious depth, or vibrations of the 

Universe. Both lines extend to infinite. Scientific thought bumped against the problem of dual 

nature of music. On the one hand, music is the world of feelings, spirit, on the other hand, 

physical vibrations. In solvable mystery was the connection between the two natures. Music, as 

an information system, was subject to studying, if only one of its natures was taken into 

consideration: either physical, or spiritual. 
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Thus, for example, ancient Chinese science discovered the ratio of the wavelength and 

pitch of sound. The longer the wave (string, flute), the lower the sound, and vice versa. They also 

found that the sound has side tones, located in specific interval proportions. Now they are called 

as overtones. Legendary Chinese scientist Lin Lun (17 century B.C.) separated a quint in the 

overtones sequence. The quint sequence was basis for 12-tone series, bringing it back to the 

initial sound. However, this sound, when compared to the initial one, had subtle movement to 

increase (approximately, by 1/5 halftone). Philosophical addition to these discoveries is quite 

convincing: Chinese thought built up the spiral dialectic World Building (1). All 12 sounds had 

mystical meaning. First five sounds are connected with five beginnings that the world is made of 

(2). 

However, neither physics, nor philosophy of ancient Chinese science explains why music 

makes you cry, opens your heart, makes people face death, shaman ascends to other levels of 

consciousness. 

Ancient Indian thought created the ratio system of combinations of sounds and conditions 

of soul. Based on that was the system – «rag», each of them is corresponding to the definite state 

of mind, season, time of the day. However, why one raga can cause fire, another – sense of 

peace, the third – joy, is a mystery. 

Subsequent historical attempts to understand music as a language, made by Greek or 

medieval Arab thought, gave no answer to the question, how the bridge is built between two 

natures of music: world of physical vibrations and images in our mind.  

Human thought is unlikely to unravel completely the mystery of music connection with 

Spirit depth and material structures; we are approaching the unknowable area, Kant’s «a thing in 

itself», and, after all, the modern thought, based on achievements in psychology, mythology, 

acoustics, unprecedented information possibilities, became the key to understanding of such 

connections. Discovery remains in the area of psycholinguistics. 

Music as a language has not been studied sufficiently up to now. In general, music is 

referred to as communication space, and is viewed as a non-verbal communication, as a sphere 

of para-linguistics (near linguistics). 

Thus, U. Echo views music as reflection of codes: musical semiotic (fundamentals of 

music, polyphony, harmony etc.), connotation (influence of music, subject to education, 

stylistics, denotative types of military and other signals), sound symbolism (3). Yakovlev I. 

classifies 9 non-verbal languages, including the esthetic language, consisting of music and color 

(4). 

New works in psychology and mythology of the end of 19th – beginning of 20th centuries 

have become, as mentioned before, the theoretic basis for new generalizations. Works of 

S. Freud, K. Jung and others developed the topic of associative thinking; works of A. Losev, 

V. Propp, V. Toporov and others considered understanding of a myth as encrypted information 

about structures of Matter and depths of consciousness. The research of the neuropsychologist 

K. Pribram (5), who made conclusions that consciousness in its nature is holographic, spatial 

and dimensional, has become a significant event in regards to music as a language in the 70s of 

the past century. He formed understanding that all brain languages are operated spatial concepts. 

The theme of space in music was formulated in the works of music researchers throughout 

the past century. 

So in musicology, significant event of the beginning of the past century was the book of 

Schweizer A. about Bach J. S. (6), where he, while studying the communication system of the 

image structure of the great Composer, embodied in texture and intonations, repeatedly pays 

attention to their space and dimensional characteristics. 

In 70s, several works appeared where music was fundamental, as expression of space 

sense. All these works pay attention to the fact that space in music images is expressed, 

physiologically and mythologically (forming the World Picture). For example, Shweizer A. pays 

his attention to connection of Bach’s intonations with images of different steps, directions and 

movements, and while analyzing music of Vebern А., Martynov V. (7), and then Kholopova V., 
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in the joint work with Kholopov Y. (8), come to basics of sensitive and philosophic perception of 

the world and universe by the Composer, and how he expresses dimensional world outlook in his 

music. 

Break through was the work of Kazakh musicologist Amanov B. (9), devoted to study of 

terminology of dombra Kyuis of the Western Kazakhstan. There he brought into line the image 

of a mountain – key image of the mythological World Picture, vertical of a human body, dombra 

as a musical instrument, imagined in the notions of a human body, and kyui development forms. 

 

Example 1. Chart from the article of Bagdaulet Amanov 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vertical is the common thing uniting these notions. Amanov B. doesn’t present his 

scientific findings as musical and linguistic ones, however, his materials can serve as a basis for 

considering music as a language. 

He found a sign of music language (vertical), where physiology and mythology intercept. 

Research considering music as field of information, bearing dimensional and image expressions, 

continued in works of Matsiyevsky I. and the range of other authors. Matsiyevsky I. (10) 

introduced the term «contonation» (that is: holographic and dimensional perception), in addition 

to “intonation” (linear and sequential), which brought musical analysis to the level of 

considering mathematic proportions as reflection of dramaturgic objectives and images. Works 

of Karakulov B. analyze reflection of symmetry structures in music (11).  

Author of this article extended the row of these vertical parallels found by Amanov B., 

with the series of overtone side tones that accompany the key tone (12). 

In fact, overtone series on music paper, which look almost horizontal, are interpreted by 

mind as a vertical.  

Example 2. Overtone Series (key tone and its overtones) 

 

 
 

As a result, a sign was found, combining all musical language components (mythology, 

psychophysiology and physics).  

Thus, sound vibration resonating characteristics in our consciousness transform into life 

like images, don’t they? That is: how is acoustical vibration conveyed to the image of 

consciousness?  

Bridge that connects two sides is our associative thinking.  

What are the peculiarities of associative thinking in music language? Let’s try to describe 

them in short. 

1. Vertical is the sign of music language  
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First of them is use of a vertical, a crossing point of concept about physical body, vertical 

enfoldment of mythopoetic world, structures of music language and acoustic peculiarities of 

music sound. Vertical is filled with components (body levels, musical texture, creation, 

overtones) as levels. Correlation between levels depends on proportions between sounds 

alignment along overtone series. Image is built on conformity or inconformity with these 

proportions.  
 

2. Dimensional measurements in music are more complex than three- dimensionality 
 

Vertical is a coordinate, first of all associated with characteristics of 2d and 3d space. 

However, consciousness and music language operates more complex spatial relations. 2d and 3d 

are only first surface levels of dipping into music imagery. In consciousness area, 3d over 

ranging is easy – time movements, image connections, non-compatible in the context of formal 

logic, parallel image lines.  

One of research methods of space multidimensionality, used by our brain, is studying 

dreams and graphical culture. In works of Florensky P. (13), Rauschenbach B. (14), devoted to 

sacral reflection in figural culture, we find confirmation that consciousness works with more 

complex space dimensions, than three-dimensionality. 

In theoretic physics, there is the logical evidence («String theory») of existing 10d – 11d 

space. 

Vertical in these more complex dimensions is changed by quality. Communication line 

between top and bottom becomes space perspective «deep down». 

Example can be seen on the chart of Amanov B., specified above (Example 1). Please, note 

the simultaneous opposition between two verticals. Thus, instrument is visually 

anthropomorphous and oriented accordingly: plate - down, pins - up. It’s reflected in 

terminology: «домбыраның бáсы, құлақтар, мойын, кеуде» (dombra head, ears, neck, breast, 

legs) (6). Aurally, music vertical is oriented reversely. Sound material develops by this pace 

orientation. That is, kyui with its lower sounds starts in the upper dombra part («домбыраның 

бáсы») and develops to its bottom.  

Formally it looks illogic, and attracts no attention in the context of music consciousness, 

since perceived in mythological space. 
 

3. Mathematic proportions in spatial structures of music language 
 

Music space, growing out of 3d, reveals tender dimensional perceptions formed at 

physiological level by universal structures in the basis of structure of matter. They are: 

symmetry, proportions of Fibonacci numbers, “golden ratio”. A number of researches conducted 

during the last few decades find the connection of such dimensional and mathematic structures 

with a semantic plan of the piece (11, 15). Nevertheless, this area of dimensional forms is less 

structured, and is awaiting further research. 
 

4. Structures of music language in the function of religious connection 
 

Mythological space plays the role of the image field, used by the consciousness for 

religious connection. (Hereinafter, “Religion” is used in broad meaning, that is in spiritual 

liaison).Vertical line (or: “deep” ways, according to music multi dimensionality) is used by the 

consciousness as the specific associative pretexts, by using which consciousness immerses in to 

images of thin layers of creation.  
 

5. All music language components are focused on sacral (religious) connection 
 

All music language components are focused on creating the image: sound (timbre), 

rhythm, texture, form. They all have dimensional “reading”, they all, and each from its side, 

according to its specifics, are focused on creating perspectives for sacral connection (16).  
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For example timbre a tone quality in particular: timbre the tone quality of Kobyz, the bow 

instrument with hair strings. It represents the combination of a key sound with its side tones: 

overtones and hisses, appearing by fiddle bow lock and string rubbing. Timbre quality is read by 

consciousness and on sacral and anthropomorphic level, at the same time.  

Main sound characteristics forming the timbretone quality for consciousness are, first of 

all, the combination of overtones and accompanying noise side tones (17).  

Key note and flageolet (overtone) side tones are associated either as a body vertical, or as a 

creation vertical. Psychophysiological verticalis “read” as energetic chakra points, located along 

the spine (from base bottom – Muladhara upwards).  

Noise side tones are connected with thin matter layers, accompanying dense layers. It is 

comparable with ideas about simultaneous combination of a material body and thin levels: 

immaterial, mental, astral body, Spirit.  

Along the upwards lines to the “sky” and from “material to immaterial”, consciousness 

creates more complex special dimensions, than 3d, these directions bear the connection with 

“spiritual” dimension images. 
 

6. Perception of a physical body and Image of the World are the same 
 

Physiological and mythological aspects of sound perception are associated with each other. 

Thus, multilayer Image of the World is either expression of a multilayer body and vice versa.  

For example, sound of a kobyz that, as described above, is associated with ideas about the 

body, and also read as mythopoetic Image of the World. This is the basis, for example, for the 

ritual structure, when shaman, while «working» with his body, changes something in the world. 
 

7. Connection between music language structures and Earth landscape 
 

Physiological aspect is compatible not only with mythological, but also with landscape, i.e. 

Earth images, that the music tradition is based on.  

Space in which a human being lives is reflected in structures of his/her music language, 

first, in vertical density and texture type, and then in metro-rhythm, form, timbre quality 

esthetics. 

For example, in traditional Kazakh music, formed in steppe landscape, characteristic 

feature is texture, consisting of only two sounds appearing simultaneously. Multilayered of space 

perceptions which in local mentality in desert steppe landscape easily fills the world with myth-

poetic images. 

Therefore, in the context of polyphony, that is multilayered music texture, «virtuality» is 

characteristic of Kazakh music, to the greater extent (that is: music language is so formed, that it 

finishes constructing multilayered consciousness; it’s not traced in notes without special 

analysis), in contrast with European tradition, where really sounding polyphony developed in 

landscape space. 

Apparently, we should add here the specific nomadic comprehension of material values, 

which appreciated such qualities, as lightness, multi-functionality, easy spatial movements. A 

kind of material airiness, transparency, and in music, it is poor-soundness with supposed 

“virtual” multilayer. Significant historical changes in the lives of Kazakhs in 20th century were 

expressed in the music language. Urban landscape and Europeanisation of lifestyle facilitated 

rethinking of music texture, in terms of transfer of virtual to real, traditional “steppe” music 

dimensional structures to homophony (18). 
 

8. Connection between music language structures and ethnic vision 
 

Expression structures of dimensional values are interconnected with ethnos vision and 

religious foundation. Here, significant is how the image of deep space appear and how the flow 

of time is expressed. 
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Thus, for example, analysis of dimensional structures of Kazakh music opens its 

worldview – Tengriism (19).  

Productive in this aspect were the studies of music tools – cultural area, where music 

language and its worldview are put into practice. Studies of spread of music tools, reflecting this 

base in indigenous people traditions, outline the giant range – from Ural to Pacific Ocean, 

including Central Asia, Tibet, Korea, Japan, the High North, and the regions of North America 

(20).  

The fact, that connection between people of North America and Asia cut off about 11 

thousand years ago (21), allows to make conclusions about historical depth of this tradition. 

Aligning data resulted from research of tools (organology, musicology) with data of archeology 

and linguistics can also be productive here. For example, this method adopts some characteristics 

of music language of Ancient Sumer (5-6 thousand years ago), where, according to decrypted 

cuneiform clay tablets, it was found that the name of a king was added by the prefix Dingir, with 

a meaning – Divine (22). Similar modern words of different nations of this range preserve the 

same meaning: тәңр, тенгри, тәңіршілдік, тәңірлік (general for Turkoman people of Central 

Asia and South Siberia), anirnik (Inuits of North America) and others – High God, Heaven’s 

light. 
 

9. Connection between music language and other languages of consciousness 
 

While study in associative values of music language components, it’s scientifically correct 

to compare music dimensional images with other arts images. Let’s explain. For convenience, 

we will use notions, applied in linguistics.  

Thus, in cognitive linguistics we use the term «concept», with the meaning «operational 

substantial unit of memory, mental lexicon, conceptual system and brain language (lingua 

mentalis), the whole world picture, expressed inhuman psyche» (23).  

Within our research, the concept is the vertical – a structure universal for human 

consciousness, space-forming axis of World structure.  

While studying music as a language, it is correct to move from its external diversified 

aspects to internal universal values, to that level of consciousness, where it is not divided into 

languages, and where information is expressed by common dimensional images. Thus, 

«semantic and cognitive approach to linguistic-cognitive research, – according to psycholinguist 

Chernenko L., – indicates that the research way «from language to concept» is more reliable, and 

that analysis of language too easy and more efficiently to reveal concept signs and to model the 

concept (for example, compare with difficulties to describe concepts, expressed bynon verbal 

means – music, painting, architecture, sculpture etc.) » (23). 

In other words, if you imagine that consciousness as a tree with roots, trunk and branches, 

the vertical concept is the foundation with roots going deep, and branches are the brain 

languages growing from it and branching away and upwards. Horizontal parallels can appear 

between vertical concepts in branches.  

Notions of a language and a code are compared in semiotics. Code in comparison to 

language is more schematic. According to Lotman Y., language is «a code plus its history» (24). 

This terminology is convenient for horizontal comparison of languages. Translation of content 

from one language into another is, in fact, its re-coding process. Herewith, a part of content is 

inevitably lost, but as a result, through transforming content into verbalism, consciousness can 

analyze itself.  

Translations and comparison are the important part of music language studying process. 

What languages in the form of comparative parallels are more convenient to apply for 

analysis of music language?  

In order to answer this question, we should consider music in the system of brain 

languages, to see its function in this system, and what languages intercross functionally with 

music.  
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Applying classical understanding of mind and levels of consciousness, made by Freud S., 

where mentality consists of combination of levels, we can form a vertical table with three levels 

– consciousness, sub-consciousness, unconscious (25).  

Consciousness. For this purpose, «consciousness» is applied in a narrower sense, as 

compared with the broader one applied in the article. In this case, consciousness area (broadly 

speaking, mentality facing out), «is where a person can see his/her own (if uses attention, pays 

attention) logical mental processes. […] 

Sub-consciousness is an area, where logical mental processes appear, but I cannot see them 

(distinguish and control) in a standard way. […] However, if I take a deeper look inside of me, 

use analysis, I can understand: “Probably, subconsciously I wanted…» […] 

Unconscious is an area where mental processes appear but are beyond the perception of a 

person; attention basically never reaches them. This can be decrypted only by an expert with 

special methods» (26). 

Horizontally, on three levels, there are action areas of different brain languages. 
 

Example 3. Chart of conformity of brain languages with mental levels. 
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Mental levels 

Consciousness             
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Let’s attribute languages to the levels according to the three-point scoring system. 

Naturally, this chart is conventional and somewhat subjective. Herewith, being based on 

evident notions and simplifying the process, it can give a general idea on how our psyche uses 

some languages. Also, one should take into account that the music language here doesn’t mean 

the notes language (recoding), but something perceived by ear. 

Chart demonstrates that function of music language is «work» on deeper consciousness 

levels, where vibration structures are transformed into images. 

According to this chart, for music language analysis, the languages of myth, art, poetry, 

gestures and syncretic arts are suitable, since they have the closest points to music (2 and 2.5) on 

the bottom line. Syncretic arts may not be taken into account, as when analyzing, syncretic 

aspects should anyway be divided into components. Of those left, languages of gesture and 

poetry are the least appropriate. Thus, gestures closely connected with physiology, and it’s 

harder to move to music analysis through it, poetry involves the right to break formal logical 

sequences (syllogisms), while sequential logic is required for analysis of this genre.  

Thus, most applicable for the comparative analysis are the languages of myth and Art. 

Choice of languages Myth and Art in the music parallel function, as the most convenient, is 

supported by experience. One of the examples is the chart of Amanov B., specified above 

(Example 1).  

 

In addition to peculiar work of associative mind in music language, let’s describe the key 

to its study that is the type of analysis broader in terms.  

Specific area of this analysis is the psychological structures. Author calls this as the sacral 

dimensional analysis, since music space, due to its ability to transcend concrete nature of 
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objects, easily takes the meaning of the World, creates structures of sacral (religious) 

connection.  

Sacral dimensional analysis itself has centuries-old history, although, in comparison with 

its contemporary understanding, it seems to be incomplete. Its contemporary type is based on 

broad scientific research and therefore, is more scientifically grounded. 

At present musicological works considering music dimensional structures can be the 

approbation of this analysis. With the help of such an analysis, researches can arrive to 

conclusions of world vision, reveal the connection between acoustic music and its imaginative 

content (Martynov V., Orlov G. (27), Amanov B., Kholopov Y., Kholopova V., Matsiyevsky I., 

Mukhambetova A., Karakulov B., Khaltayeva L. (28), Suzukei V. (29), Amanzhol B. (16, 31) 

and others). Since music language uses dimensional terms, sacral dimensional analysis is the 

integral part of music linguistics. 

In this article, we described the space-for mingsign structure (concept) of music language, 

vertical – a sign, which is read in other sign systems, being the sign of verbalism. Can we 

attribute music to verbal languages based on this? This intention can be felt in the history of 

studying the secrets of music. Or, for example, the modern level of computer programming tasks 

that can start making music, on the basis of the given image, state of mind. 

Chart of the distribution of languages on mental levels above can give an answer. Music 

language is located on several mental levels. Most part of music «informative body» is in 

subconscious and unconscious level, thus, making the verbal area not main, but auxiliary. 

Verbal music area is needed for us to get through consciousness to the place, where music 

roots to «unknowable», multi-dimensional, «Divine wave».  

Further perspective of studying music, as a language, should be made across road range of 

science, first of all: musicology, psychophysiology, acoustics, organology (science about musical 

instruments), mythology and psycholinguistics.  

Knowledge accumulated in this area and consistency of notionsallows distinguishing it as a 

separate scientific field – linguistic musicology, or wide - musical linguistics.  

In Kazakh linguistic musicology, method of considering music as the expression of the 

World picture is applied as a tool to study root properties of Kazakh music tradition and their 

reflection in modern times. In the science of the role of languages in human life (32) there is an 

understanding that language is one of the mentors of the basic human personality. Modern 

information environment with its multi-cultural character, dominant affects, generates many 

pseudo-tradition events that destroy the vision of present. Music Ethno-linguistics in this 

environment is an important component of modern process of culture perception and preserving 

its profound content.  
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